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Busy Book Design can be purchased on the website Designs by JuJu, Farm Fun Busy Book Set 2 DBJJITH039  

 

We will be using felt for this project.  When picking felt, find felt that is thicker to the feel, not flimsy as you 

want it to hold up.  I purchased the 8”x9” felt for the covers and pages at JoAnne’s.  Be sure and feel them and 

try to get the stiffer ones.   

 

Front & Back Covers 4 pieces of 9”x12” Felt   2 colors (2 of each color) 

Pages-- 8 pieces of 9”x12” Felt 8 different  colors 

       Sample uses a different color for each page 

Pockets--8 sets 6”x5.5”    A “set” is 1 each:  Felt, Fabric and Heat & Bond Lite 

8 different colors of felt (The fabric won’t  

show so it doesn’t matter what you use.)   

       Sample uses a different color for each pocket 

 

Animals Faces on pockets, Individual Animal Faces, and lettering use an 

assortment of different colored felt.  Take time to look at the animals and make a 

list of what colors you need to make their features, these can be made with the 

lighter weight felt.  The Animal Faces need to be of the thicker felt, you will be 

making two animal faces, with one being two sided. 

 

Back inside pocket 3 Pieces:  11.5”x6” 2 pieces fabric and 1 piece Heat & 

Bond Lite    You can use a farm animal print to make this pocket or pick a color  

 

Embroidery threads to match your felt.   

Three 3” binder rings.  (I have 5 sets for $2 if you want to claim a set, let me know.) 

Tear away stabilizer 

Embroidery scissors to trim felt. 

Pink perfection tape or paper tape.   

Straight Pins 

Pressing cloth 

Extra machine needles 

Ruler: 24”x6” or 12”x6” 

Hoop sizes: 8”x8” and 5”x7” 

Embroidery Machine with power cord 

Embroidery Arm   Embroidery Foot 

 

All supplies except the felt, binder rings and designs are available at Richland Sewing Center. 

 

If you have any questions, please reach out to me. 

Earleen Isbell  817 475-6093 


